River Welland - River Restoration Case Study

The Maxey Cut, Peterborough
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Lower Welland. Maxey Cut
Phases 1 & 2: Downstream of Tallington Weir
Grid Ref: TF 09602 07725
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Downstream of Maxey Road Bridge
Grid Ref: TF 12172 06940
Phases 1 & 2: 1km
Completion Date: Sept 2016
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650m
Completion Date: Sept 2017
Environment Agency Lincs and Northants FBG and FCRM Teams
Phase 1: £7.5K; Phase 2: £12.5K; Phase 3: £14K
Maxey Cut Climate Change Resilience Strategy
Welland Sea Trout Project

Background
The Maxey Cut is a flood relief channel. For much of the year there is very little flow, but following extreme
rainfall the channel can fill almost to the top of the bank. When constructed in 1954, it was a straight, wide,
parallel-sided watercourse running between high grass embankments. Over a short time the accumulation of
mobile silt and gravel in the river narrowed the shallower sections of the Cut and created low shelves (berms) at
the margins on which valuable wetland habitat developed, but these were routinely removed every few years to
restore the channel capacity.
However, a study in 2012 showed that the upper 6km of the Cut exceed the designed 1-in-100 year flood
capacity, such that, whilst selective rotational management of marginal vegetation would still be required, the
developing berms could be retained. This would also retain a significantly narrowed primary channel whose
ecology is more resilient to the low flows that are experienced for much of the year.

Project Objectives
When the scheme was planned in 2015 the Water Framework Directive (WFD) Ecological Status of the Cut was
classified as moderate, principally because of the heavily modified flow and morphological condition and high levels
of phosphates. So, with a commitment to retain the developing berms, the primary objective of the scheme was to
assist natural processes to accelerate berm development and, in doing so, mitigate some of the WFD issues by:







creating a narrower, meandering low flow channel that is resilient to drought;
improving the speed and variation of the flow to encourage natural cleansing of the gravel bed;
providing conditions for the development of a diversity of wetland and drier habitats by creating berms of
varying heights and wetness;
enhancing habitat for invertebrates, fish (including native brown trout) and other wetland species;
capturing mobile gravel and fine sediment; and
increasing instream woody habitat.

Stable berms would also provide a platform on which maintenance machinery could operate in safety.

The Scheme
Phase 1 (2015): A successful trial installation of 16 substantial, mainly paired, log flow deflectors in the shallower
upstream section of the Tallington reach, to establish that the deflectors could be effectively secured to withstand
the high winter flows. The deflectors, which are secured firmly to the bank and bed and partially submerged during
low flows, project upstream and slope gently downwards towards the centre of the channel.
Phase 2 (2016): Installation of 12 paired and 2 single substantial log flow deflectors secured as above in the deeper
downstream section of the Tallington reach, followed by the introduction of gravel in the vicinity of each structure.
The gravel used was relocated from the extensive gravel bar that had developed at the confluence of the Cut and the
main River Welland. This extended trial established that the deflectors were less effective in deeper water.
Phase (2017): A roll out of the channel narrowing works below Maxey Road Bridge based on lessons learned during
the earlier trials. This involved the installation of substantial log and faggot (tightly bound bundles of thin, straight
ash poles) deflectors in a variety of configurations (single, paired, offset and mid-stream) to assist berm
development, create a more meandering low flow channel and encourage greater flow variation to improve the bed
topography.

Outcomes
A series of photos at the end of the case study illustrate the variation in flow conditions before the accelerated berm
creation commenced. The final 4 images show the paired deflector narrowing technique and the outcome of the
works which show that the channel is continuing to narrow.

Further Information
Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology (FBG) Team, Lincs and Northants Area, Kettering
Flood and Coastal Risk Management (FCRM) Team, Lincs and Northants Area, Spalding

Post Script
Since the works were completed the most recently published WFD assessment has reclassified the overall Ecological
Status of the Maxey Cut from moderate to bad, due to the “Macrophytes (all vascular plants, bryophytes, stoneworts
and large algae) and Phytobenthos (microscopic algae) Combined” assessment. This assessment has not been
undertaken here before (See http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB205031050595).
The sampling point was upstream of Maxey Road Bridge in one of the deeper, impounded reaches which is not
benefitting from the recent enhancements. However, the works to date, and similar works planned for 2018 and
beyond, to improve the speed and variation of the flow and encourage natural cleansing of the gravel bed, should
contribute to resolving this issue, which is also a symptom of nutrient enrichment, in the reaches that are restored.

Photos

Looking downstream from Tallington Weir (late March 2012)
following winter drought.

Looking downstream from Tallington Weir (January 2013)
following heavy rain.

A paired deflector concentrating the flow in the centre of the
channel with gravel accumulating against the bank.

Marginal vegetation has narrowed the original c12m wide
channel to c3m (photo of 2015 works taken in 2017).

Phase 1 and 2 showing the substantially narrowed channel and Phase 3. The darker strip against the bank is the stable berm
the wide berms/wetland margins.
with the green emergent vegetation beyond trapping mobile
gravel and fine sediment and accelerating the berm extension.

